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Much research has been done on the role of senatorial domus under
the republic, notably on their function as places where their owners performed
various social obligations, showcased the family’s fame, and signalled its prestige
and political standing.1 But the impact of senatorial homes on Roman political
culture extended further than the display of wealth and the exercise of power.
The nobility’s need to situate itself within a relatively dense urban topography
called for a code of conduct, both actual and symbolic, the observance of which
was crucial for the perception of the aristocratic elite. This article examines how
the architecture, size, and sites of senatorial homes mirrored the discourse on
the libera res publica. It seeks to disclose the role of domus as exemplary points
of reference for, and symbols of, a well-governed republic. From an analysis of
Valerius Poplicola’s home, the investigation turns to fragmented evidence from
the middle republic and the controversy over Cicero’s domus in the late republic,
before its discussion of the accelerated change in politics and urban spaces in the
early principate. I argue that senatorial houses had to respect traditions pivotal
to the republic; that if they disregarded those traditions they were considered a
threat to the res publica; that their destruction, while originally construed as an
act of justified violence against tyrants and traitors, eventually transformed into
an act of crude political competition; that violence against senatorial houses was
a calamitous feature of the late republic; and that Augustus was not only strongly
inspired by the republican code of conduct when he remodeled his own domus,
but that he referred to it as a necessary cornerstone in his “restored” republic.

a republican showcase: poplicola's house

During his first consulate in 509 b.c.e., so the story goes, Publius Valerius
Poplicola decided to build a new house. At the time, Poplicola was held in the
highest esteem by his fellow citizens. His role as one of the ring leaders who had
staged the coup against the Tarquins and his meticulous advocacy for popular
concerns, manifested in the promotion of a wide range of leges in favour of the
people, made him a true foundation hero of the libera res publica. But despite
his impeccable reputation, Poplicola’s new domus was greeted with scorn. Many

Thanks are due to my colleagues Michael Fronda and John Serrati at McGill University and also to
the anonymous readers for valuable comments and suggestions.

1 Most notably, Wiseman 1987; Wallace-Hadrill 1988; Laurence and Wallace-Hadrill 1997;
Rilinger 1997; Hales 2000; Hölkeskamp 2004; von Hesberg 2006. For an excellent survey of the
imperial period, see Eck 1997.
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people objected that the location, a beautiful spot on the top of the Velia, literally
elevated the consul. The site was surrounded by steep slopes and difficult to access;
it was high over the Forum and enjoyed a commanding view of all that passed
there. The thought of Poplicola descending from his domus in a procession-like
manner, accompanied by his many clients, fuelled all sorts of allegations. Rumours
spread. Some even feared the return of monarchy. But Poplicola acted swiftly.
Without further ado, he quickly assembled a force of workmen, and during the
night tore the house down, razing its walls to the ground. This made such a
strong impression on the people that they passed a law, allegedly on their own
initiative, that granted Poplicola a site for a new house. The late republican
historian Valerius Antias relates that the distinctive characteristic of this new
residence was that “its entrance opened towards the public domain” (in publicum
versus declinaretur). Plutarch, in his Life of Poplicola, explains what this meant
when he describes the domus Valeria in 20.1–2. Whereas the doors of Roman
houses at that time opened inwards into the vestibule, the people made “the outer
door of his house, and his house alone, to open outwards, in order that by this
concession Poplicola might be constantly partaking of public honour.”2 Pliny
remarks that this was “the most notable mark of distinction in houses even of men
who had celebrated a triumph.”3

Poplicola’s home was closely intertwined with its owner’s public image as
champion of the people. While his persistent action on behalf of the populus
had gained him the cognomen “Publicola,”4 Valerius resided in a house whose
architecture was inspired by the underlying principles of the newly founded
Roman state. The subtle message of the arrangement was clear: while Tarquinius
Superbus had lived in an imposing palace, protected by massive walls and also by
guards who investigated any visitor to his estate,5 such an overt manifestation of
supremacy was not tolerable under the republic. It was hostile to the very principle
of the redistribution of power to the Roman people. If anyone—individuals,
families, or the senatorial elite as a whole—stood out from the new citizen body,

2 Valerius Antias fr. 17 Peter = FRH 15 F 18, from Ascon. in Cic. Pison. fr. 19 p. 18–19 Stangl:
Valerio Maximo (sic), ut Antias tradidit, inter alios honores domus quoque publice aedificata est in Palatio,
cuius exitus, quo magis insignis esset, in publicum versus declinaretur, hoc est extra privatum aperiretur.
Varronem autem tradere M. Valerio, quia Sabinos vicerat, aedes in Palatio tributas, Iulius Hyginus dicit in
libro priore de viris claris, P. Valerio Volesi filio Publicolae aedium publice locum sub Veliis, ubi nunc aedis
Victoriae est, populum ex lege, quam ipse tulerat, concessisse. On Antias’ conflation of Valerius Maximus
and Valerius Poplicola, see FRH 15 F 18 (commentary). Cf. Cic. Rep. 2.53, Har. resp. 16; Liv.
2.7.5–12; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.19.1–2, 5.48.2; Plut. Val. 10.3–4, 20.1–2, Quaest. Rom. 79; Auct.
De vir. ill. 15.1–3; Val. Max. 4.1.1. On Poplicola’s popular legislation, see Broughton 1951–52: 1.2.

3 Plin. HN 36.112: clarissimum insigne inter triumphales quoque domos.
4 Liv. 2.8.1: inde [i.e., in response to his popular legislation]cognomen factum Publicolae est. Cf.

3.18.6; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.19.5. The Greek and Latin variants of his cognomen in the literary
tradition have been collected by Volkmann, RE II 8.1: 1955, col. 182–183 s.v. Valerius (302).

5 Liv. 1.40.5–7, 1.41.4 (on the Palatine slope); Plin. HN 34.29; Solinus 1.24, 1.26. Carandini
(2004: 60–62) is confident of having identified the site.
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they were still expected to obey the sovereignty of the people, who reserved the
right to bestow certain honours on their leaders. This, in turn, was the necessary
prerequisite for the people to follow their leaders and accept their claims for
political and social distinction. Because the reciprocal relationship between the
aristocracy and the people was fragile, it was exposed to an ongoing process of
mutual reassurance. Poplicola’s house set this message in stone.

The tradition of Valerius Poplicola6 and his house is highly controversial, and
subject to all sorts of source criticism. Roman tradition credits at least one more
member of the gens Valeria with the privilege of a public house. Marcus Valerius
Poplicola (cos. 505), brother of the “founder-Poplicola,” allegedly lived in a domus
on the Palatine that was granted to him at public expense because of his victory
over the Sabines.7 Attempts to reconcile reports of Marcus’ and Publius’ houses
had already been made by Asconius in the first century c.e. In light of the very
nature of the tradition on the early republic, and on Poplicola in particular, his
efforts to reveal an historical core were bound to fall short; Asconius’ investigation
is hardly more than a collection of evidence on Valerian domus available in his
day.8 Modern Quellenforschung is methodologically superior, but no matter how
much trust one puts in such an approach, it is clear that the tradition of Valerius’
house rests on multiple anachronistic assumptions. The notion of a public home,
granted to a consul in 509 at the motion of the Roman people, has no claim to
historical authenticity.9

This does not mean that the house of Valerius Poplicola was pure fantasy.
The domus Poplicolae was a prominent realm of memory of the late republic, with
a well-established location in the urban topography of Rome. It was situated
sub Veliis, at the foot of the Velia, which connected the northeastern section
of the Palatine with the Oppius, in the vicinity of the Vica Pota shrine (figure
1).10 There was a grave beside the domus, where Valerius was said to have been
buried by express vote of the people and with the expenses defrayed from the

6 The relation between P. Valerius Volusi f. Poplicola and Poplios Valesios and his warrior band
on the lapis Satricanus is of no concern here; on this, see Versnel 1982; Cornell 1994: 144–145 and
passim.

7 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.39.4; Plin. HN 36.112; Plut. Val. 20.1–2; cf. Inscr. It. XIII.1.65.
8 Ascon. in Cic. Pison. fr. 19 p. 18–19 Stangl (above, 362, n. 2).
9 See, for example, Cornell 1995: 215–216 and passim. Most recently, Smith (2006: 315) considers

the tradition historical, yet the details “may perhaps have been invented or elaborated to make the
point.”

10 The exact location is difficult to determine. The majority of sources place the house sub Veliis.
Cicero (Rep. 2.53) puts it in excelsiore loco Velia, . . . ubi rex Tullus habitaverat, but elsewhere (above,
362, n. 2) favours the foot of the Velia. Asconius locates it next to the Temple of Victoria, which
most likely is a reference to the Vica Pota shrine at the bottom of the Velia: cf. Coarelli (1999), who
consequently favours this location for the house of Poplicola; so does Carandini (1990 and 2004:
70–72 with figure 7). The inscription CIL I2 1327 (P. Valesius Valesi f. Poplicola ) has been discovered
in this area of the Velia as well as an elogium for the Valerii Messallae (CIL VI.8.3, 31618), which
may have been part of the house and grave ensemble (cf. next note). See, however, the verdict of Kolb
(1995: 134) on Carandini’s localization: “reine Spekulation.”
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public treasury, since his estate did not suffice for a funeral.11 The privilege of
an intramural burial was granted to all members of his family branch, a privilege
that extended as late as Plutarch’s times. While Plutarch states that the Valerii
relinquished this honour, his account makes it clear that the commemorative force
of the site had not expired in his day.12

Indeed, by the late republic, the Palatine had become home to two houses
that, as Roman lieux de mémoire, paid homage to the distant past. Its northeastern
end, at the fringe of the Velia, housed the domus Poplicolae, while the southwest
corner near the ancient stairway on the south side of the Palatine (the scalae
Caci) was adorned by the house of Romulus. The casa Romuli was a hut of
straw with a thatched roof that was regarded with great veneration and, whenever
destroyed by fire, restored in the same style.13 Judging from Cicero’s evidence,
Poplicola’s domus seems to have been more solid, most likely (re-)built in stone
and diligently looked after by the aediles. Both sites were living monuments that
shaped Roman perceptions of the past, and also rendered them authentic. In the
case of Poplicola’s house, the memoria gravitated towards the beginnings of civic
equality and the authority of the people.

In terms of their communicative performance, monimenta such as the casa
Romuli and the domus Poplicolae seem to have been extremely successful. This has
been demonstrated for Roman lieux de mémoire in general and need not be repeated
here in detail. Recent scholarship on Roman realms of memory has emphasized the
vexed connection between narrative traditions and the topographical embedding
of such traditions into an urban setting. The omnipresence of signs, symbols, and
sites created a monumental memory which effectively preserved past events and
achievements, protecting them from marginalization and forgetting.14 Roman
memorial culture was determined by a certain pertinence of the past and its
towering presence over the present. Poplicola’s house perfectly demonstrates the
case of such a “contemporary past.”15 Attesting to its owner’s status as a leading
member of the aristocracy who had earned the distinction of a public house, it
served as a powerful reminder of key principles of republican political culture.
The doors that opened in publicum versus symbolized the authority of the Roman

11 Plut. Val. 23.3, Quaest. Rom. 79; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.48.3, with emphasis on Poplicola’s
frugal lifestyle.

12 Plutarch relates that the site in his days provided space for a compensation ritual. When a
member of the gens Valeria died, the body was carried to Poplicola’s grave and “set down, and some
one takes a burning torch and holds it under the bier for an instant, and then takes it away, attesting
by this act that the deceased has the right of burial there, but relinquishes the honour. After this the
body is borne away” (Val. 23.3; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 5.48.3).

13 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.79.11 (locus classicus); cf. Balland 1984; Coarelli 1993; Royo 1999:
279–282; Walter 2004: 179–183; Rea 2007: 21–43.

14 For the most substantial contributions to the debate on Roman lieux de mémorie in recent years,
see Holliday 2002; Flaig 2003; Walter 2004; Hölkeskamp 2005; Flower 2006; Stein-Hölkeskamp
and Hölkeskamp 2006.

15 Hölkeskamp 2005: 260, after Marc Bloch’s phrase “presence of the past in the present.”
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people, who had granted this distinction to one of their most esteemed citizens.
In so doing, the house referred to this popular authority as a time-honoured
principle that was in place as early as the beginnings of the republic.

senatorial residences: urban confinement

and the need to perform

This memorial agenda was supported by a plain fact. Ever since Poplicola’s
days, the leading families of Rome lived in the nucleated centre of their evolving
settlement. The archaeological evidence is patchy, but enough is known to
confirm that permanent atrium-type houses, built of stone and with tiled roofs,
clustered around the Forum and the Capitol and Palatine Hills as early as the
sixth century.16 Proximity to the earliest demarcated public spaces (Forum, Regia,
Comitium) signalled social prestige, which, in turn, soon made it necessary for
aristocratic families to dwell as near as possible to these locations.17 Evidence from
the third and second centuries demonstrates that the leading gentes maintained
impressive residences there that were repeatedly renovated and rebuilt, often on a
grander scale. The gens Fabia lived in a spacious domus that, according to Polybios
(31.23.7), stood close to the Forum. The Cornelii Scipiones resided only a stone’s
throw away. Scipio Africanus’ home was located on the southern edge of the
Forum, near the tabernae veteres (figure 2). In 169 the censors purchased the estate
with public funds, tore down the house, and initiated a building project for the
Basilica Sempronia.18 Other aristocratic addresses are recorded by chance: among
them are the plebeian Claudii Centumali, who lived in the southeast on the slopes
of the mons Caelius; the Appii Claudii, who owned an estate in campo Martio
extremo (“on the outer fringes of the Field of Mars”); and the Domitii Ahenobarbi,
with a home in the fashionable neighbourhood of the Velia. The Maenii also
dwelled near the Forum, and in 184 their estate, too, was purchased by the censors
to give way to a two-story basilica with wooden stands and terraces.19

From the late fourth century, Rome developed into an urban space that
was predetermined by a dense juxtaposition of public sites and monuments,

16 See Carandini 1990 and 2004; cf. Cornell 1995: 93–94. This urban development is mirrored in
the literary tradition. Livy associates the presence of permanent aristocratic stone houses in the city
centre with Tarquinius Superbus, who is not only credited with all sorts of public building programs,
but who is also said to have “apportioned building sites around the Forum among private citizens”
(circa forum privatis aedificanda divisa sunt loca : 1.35.10).

17 After 170 b.c.e., senatorial families were obliged to live within the first mile of the city’s
boundary: Liv. 36.3.3, 43.11.4.

18 Liv. 44.16.10, referring to the year 170; cf. Flower 1996: 49; Iacopi 1993; Hales 2000: 48.
Archaeological research has disclosed the remains of a private mansion underneath the foundations
of the Basilica Sempronia; see Coarelli 1985: 139 with figure 25. Scipio Nasica (cos. 191?) was said to
have lived on the sacra via in a house presented to him by the state (Dig. 1.2.3.7).

19 Claudii Centumali: Cic. De off. 3.66; Val. Max. 8.2.1. Appii Claudii: Varr. Rust. 3.2.5 (the
Claudii Pulchri seemed to have owned an estate on the Palatine, Tatum 1999: 161 with n. 70).
Domitii: Fest. p. 142 L; Carlsen 2006: 99. Maenii: ps.-Ascon. 201.15.
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commercial buildings, and living quarters of the common people. This urban
density was increased by the omnipresence of the ruling aristocracy, whose
residences, too, were situated in the city core. The most prominent example of
this housing trend was the transformation of the Palatine Hill into a preferred
location for aristocratic mansions. Both the hill and its slopes that led down to the
Forum were inhabited by the elite as early as the fifth century.20 But the situation
there was not one of exclusive distinction. Many families resided elsewhere in
and around the city centre; senatorial living was not confined to the Palatine
Hill. Generally, Rome’s ruling families were clustered around the Forum and the
Capitol.

Members of the ruling class were thus always in the public eye. They
were readily seen while conducting their negotium or simply on their way home
from meetings of the senate, the Comitium, or one of the many pontifical
colleges. Also, any statement made in public (anything from orders to casual
chat and jokes) was audible to a wider group of people. Roman political culture
made this openness increasingly mandatory for the elite, since it provided the
basic prerequisite for the elite’s attempts to display social distinction. Roman
aristocrats erected statues, arches, and temples, and took on the financial burden
of expansive public building programs to embellish their city. This was, as
is well known, part of the wider range of competitive practices, such as the
celebration of games or the donation of grain, oil, and money, that were aimed
at winning the people’s favour—and their support in the next election. These
practices were inextricably linked to the urban context and its public spaces.
The city served as a monumental stage that enabled aristocrats to display their
achievements and communicate their claims to honor, gloria, and fama to the
common people.21

The houses of the aristocracy were both part of that urban context, in the
sense that they shaped its monumental topography,22 and served to publicly
articulate distinction. Senatorial domus were crucial to the “construction and
conceptualization of social status,”23 since they allowed owners to perform social
obligations for their friends and clients. In some cases, an imposing house was
even thought to have gained support for a candidate’s canvass for the consulship.
Cicero relates that the novel interior decoration in Cn. Octavius’ house was
successfully used to garner votes for his consulship in 165, which underlines
that the display of art and looted objects in the domestic sphere may well have

20 Carandini 1986 and 2004; Cornell 1995: 72–75, 96–99; Royo 1999: 9–44; Forsythe 2005: 91;
cf. Richardson 1992: s.v. Palatinus, Mons. The earliest republican house on the Palatine of which
there is a literary record was that of M. Vitruvius Vaccus: see below, 000, n. 34.

21 For a good survey of the monumentalized landscape in and around the Forum area, see
Morstein-Marx 2004: 42–60.

22 See Hales 2000: 51, highlighting the efforts of aristocratic families “to graft themselves into the
landscape” in order to appear as part of “Rome’s fabric.”

23 Hölkeskamp 2004: 121; cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1988: 44–47; Welch 2006.
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been as efficient as in genuine public spaces.24 Vitruvius (6.5.2) recommends
that men of rank who, from holding offices and magistracies, have political and
social obligations to their fellow citizens, maintain homes with “spacious atria
and peristyles, with plantations and walks of some extent in them, appropriate to
their dignity. They also need libraries, picture galleries, and basilicas, finished in
a style similar to that of great public buildings, since public councils as well as
private law suits and hearings before arbitrators are very often held in the houses
of such men.”25 Similarly, Cicero remarks that in an aristocratic home, in which
“numerous guests must be entertained and crowds of every sort of people received,
care must be taken to have it spacious” (De off. 1.139).

Both accounts underline the domus’ role as physical space to proclaim fama,
through decorations of the outer façade and doorstep as well as in the atrium.26

More generally, both authors address the need for openness and publicity, which
by implication is mandatory for a proper aristocratic home. While Valerius
Poplicola’s house alludes to this in a more subtle way (private doors opening
outwards, public honour constantly reaching inwards), the home of M. Livius
Drusus (trib. pleb. 91) explicitly attests the intentional blurring of public and
private realms. When Drusus built a house on the Palatine, the architect offered
to construct it in such a way that he would be “free from the public gaze, safe from
all espionage, and that no one could look into it.” To this Drusus replied that his
house was to be built “in such a way that whatever [I do] shall be seen by all.”27 It
has been pointed out that this response was inspired by the traditional rule that the
home of a tribune of the plebs had to be open at all times (at least to plebeians),28

which may well in part explain Drusus’ anxiety. But his architect’s proposal was in
itself too questionable, if not counterproductive, to be carried out. A tucked away

24 Cic. De off. 1.138; see Welch 2006: 121–123, discussing the case in detail.
25 Vitruvius’ account seeks to extrapolate distinct types of houses that suit different social groups

(magistrates, but also feneratores, publicani, forenses, etc.). His ideal types are normative in character
rather than reflections of actual architectural classifications; cf. von Hesberg 2006, who emphasizes
the variety of possible arrangements.

26 The role of the atrium as transitory sphere between the public space and the private sections of
a domus has long been recognized. Its decoration (ancestor masks, graphic depictions of family trees
and of viri consulares, display of booty) was geared towards the proclamation of fama. In a sense, the
atrium became the “storage space for the symbolic capital” of an aristocratic family (“Speicher des
symbolischen Kapitals”): Flaig 2003: 48–49; cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1988; Carandini 1990; Flower 1996:
185–222, 271–273 and passim; von Hesberg 2006; Welch 2006, relating this display culture to the
“booty mentality” (132) of the Roman aristocracy. The façade of M. Fulvius Nobilior’s house (cos.
189) was most likely decorated with booty from Aetolia (Liv. 38.43.10 with Bruun 1999); that of
M. Fulvius Flaccus’ (cos. 125) with rich war spolia: Plut. C. Gracch. 15.1. The façade of Pompeius’
house was famous for its rostra (Cic. Phil. 2.68–69; Wiseman 1987: 397–398); that of Caesar’s for an
akroterion granted to him by the senate (Plut. Caes. 63.6; Suet. Caes. 81.3 [a fastigium]; Hales 2000:
46). See also Plin. HN 35.7 on the practice of displaying spolia and other booty of war on the outer
walls of a domus.

27 Vell. Pat. 2.14.3.
28 Münzer, RE 13.1: 1927, col. 864–865 s.v. Livius Drusus (18); cf. Plut. Quaest. Rom. 81.
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mansion that surrounded its owner with discouraging walls and excluded him
from the public eye fuelled suspicion, and it certainly was dysfunctional when it
came to the performance of social obligations and the securing of popular support.
A house’s decoration, its architecture, and its location were all geared to the public
proclamation of fame, and, in turn, reflected the social status of its owner. In
addition, the act of daily living was a way not only to display distinction before
the public eye, but also to engage in aristocratic competition.

The competitive aspect was again increased by the strict limitations on available
space.29 Whereas the republic grew, the urbs Roma did not, at least not in its
urban centre. As early as 179 the censors for the first time ordered that trophies
and booty be removed from temples and other buildings because the public space
had been over-decorated with aristocratic offerings.30 Some twenty years later (in
158), the first clearing away of statues was stipulated. In due course, all statues
that had not been authorized by the senate or the people were removed from
public grounds.31 This was a relatively simple measure to provide for a temporary
easing of the competition for public space; booty was quickly collected from
temples and monuments, and statues were torn down and melted so that ample
space was provided for new dedications, at least for the time being. Evidently, the
competition for residential sites could not be dealt with in this way since private
houses could not be simply torn down, at least not en masse. Also, while the
display culture of the nobility was regulated by leges sumptuariae that restricted
the public exposition of wealth, the laws were never applied to stipulate collective
standards for the decoration of senatorial houses, let alone for their location.
Whereas the clearing away of booty and statues was intended to re-establish the
nobility’s control over the procedure of erecting monuments in the public space
(this was accompanied by a law on ambitus in 159),32 no similar attempts were
made to control competition for residential sites by such a measure.

the republic strikes back: public action against houses

The controversies over Poplicola’s house have been treated above. Despite
his reputation as leader against Tarquinian rule, Poplicola’s domus on the Velia
provoked a good deal of opposition. It rendered its owner suspect and, most
dangerously, prompted rumours of an appeal to monarchy. But Poplicola’s resolute
action forestalled misapprehensions. Before the talk translated into allegations,
he tore down his house and presented himself as a true republican. This, in turn,
gained him an equally prestigious house at the foot of the Velia. Other men who

29 See Kolb 1995: 271–292.
30 Cassius Hemina fr. 23 Peter = FRH 6 F 26 (with commentary), from Non. p. 548 Lindsay; cf.

Liv. 40.51.3; Sehlmeyer 1999: 159–160.
31 Calpurnius Piso fr. 37 Peter = FRH 7 F 40, from Plin. HN 34.30; cf. Auct. De vir. ill. 44;

Broughton 1951–52: 1.445–446 (under 159); Sehlmeyer 1999: 152–159.
32 Liv. Per. 47 = Elster 2003: no. 191.
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were said to strive for tyranny were less fortunate. The homes of Spurius Cassius
(485) and Spurius Maelius (439), both of whom Roman tradition paints in the
darkest colours of citizen traitors, were razed by decree of the people.33 In a
similar fashion, the house of M. Vitruvius Vaccus was confiscated and demolished
because he was considered a leading conspirator in a group that had betrayed
the alliance between its native city Fundi and the Roman people.34 The same
punishment was inflicted upon Marcus Manlius Capitolinus, whose career in
many ways resembled that of Valerius Poplicola, but with a less happy ending.
Manlius’ action saved the Capitol from capture during the invasion of the Gauls,
which earned him the reputation of a resistance hero.35 But he soon fell into
disrepute for allegedly abusing his fame to recruit supporters from the plebs and
install himself as king of Rome. This prompted a trial that ended with Manlius’
execution, only two years after the invasion of the Gauls. His home on the Capitol
was destroyed and subsequently replaced by the temple of Juno Moneta.36 But
the lesson did not end there. In direct response to Capitolinus’ betrayal, a general
ban on private houses on the Capitol was put into place. The remaining patrician
gentes with private houses on it were forced to relocate. Henceforth, the Capitol
became a site closed to private residences.37

The historicity of these episodes is, of course, questionable. Although the
tradition about Spurius Maelius and his house is found in accounts recorded
by the earliest Roman historians, notably Calpurnius Piso, there is no further
information on Maelius other than the legends surrounding his fall. The gist of
Calpurnius Piso’s story was simply that Maelius had been killed by Servilius Ahala
under suspicion of tyranny. Told in the age of the Gracchi, the story provided a
welcome justification for political assassination.38 Its narrative was believed to have
inspired the renaming of the site where his house had stood to Aequimaelium, an
open area to the south of the Capitol, on the understanding that the name was
deserved.39 But this does not support the authenticity of the actual punishment.
Maelius may well have been an aetiological figure precisely “invented out of whole

33 Cassius: Cic. Dom. 101, Rep. 2.60; Liv. 2.41; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 8.68–80; cf. Calpurnius Piso
fr. 37 Peter = FRH 7 F 40. Maelius: Cincius Alimentus fr. 6 Peter = FRH 2 F 8; Calpurnius Piso fr.
24 Peter = FRH 7 F 26 (with commentary), both from Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 12.4.2–5; cf. Cic. Dom.
101, Div. 2.17.39; Varr. Ling. 5.157; Liv. 4.13–16. See Panitschek 1989; Chassignet 2001; Forsythe
2005: 192–195, 238–241.

34 In 330: Liv. 8.19.4, 8.20.8; Cic. Dom. 101.
35 Tradition on Manlius: Claudius Quadrigarius fr. 7–8 Peter = FRH 14 F 7–8 (with commentary);

Liv. 6.10–20; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 14.4; Plut. Cam. 36.1–9; Cornell 1995: 330–331; Jaeger 1997:
57–93; Oakley 1997: 476–492; Forsythe 2005: 259–262.

36 Cic. Dom. 101; Liv. 6.20.13, 7.28.5; Ov. Fast. 6.183–190; cf. Richardson 1992: s.v. Domus: M.
Manlius Capitolinus.

37 Liv. 6.20.13.
38 See Flower 2006: 48.
39 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 12.1.1–4.6; Liv. 4.16.1; Varr. Ling. 5.157; Cic. Dom. 101; Richardson

1992: s.v. Aequimaelium; Hales 2000: 46.
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cloth to explain the topography of the Aequimaelium.”40 Similarly, the site of
Vaccus’ house was henceforth known as Vaccus’ Meadows, in order “that the very
name of the place emblazoned the ignominy of his name to all posterity.”41 This,
too, belonged to the realm of Roman aetiology. Finally, although Manlius’ career
and fall are much more reliably documented, the destruction of his house and
its subsequent replacement cannot be archaeologically confirmed, despite recent
excavations in the area of the temple of Juno.42 The narratives of destruction grew
as a result of aetiological explanations of place names, and it seems clear that their
later versions were seriously distorted on account of the Gracchan experience.

Important motives and messages underlie these traditions. They were fabricated
on the assumption that the assassination of a potential tyrant, the confiscation of
his house, and its physical destruction were appropriate measures in defence of
the republic.43 The precedent was set at the very moment of the foundation of the
new order, when the Tarquins were expelled and their estates were confiscated
and redistributed to the Roman people.44 Such purges were carried out on the
basis of a decree of the senate or people, which provided the legal framework
for action. Yet the physical erasure of houses was not carried out as an act of
memory extinction or damnatio. Rather, the destruction was remembered—or
construed—as decisive action on behalf of the senate and the people to defend
the republic. While pretenders such as Spurius Maelius, Manlius Capitolinus,
or Marcus Vaccus were remembered as mala exempla, as “bad exemplary figures,”
the sites of their houses served as topographical points of memory that triggered
an image of a social equilibrium between the ruling class and the ordinary people.
The stories tied to the sites bolstered the belief that both senate and people were
committed to the republic’s most vital principles.

Judging from later evidence, this practice soon became a pattern. To obtain
space for their building program in the northeastern district of the sacra via that
was called corneta (“Cornel Grove”), the censors of 179 confiscated the private
mansions of two knights who were notoriously rich, but also known to be robbers.
Their houses were demolished, the site levelled, and a new basilica with a fish-
market behind it erected. The name of this site, Macellum, was later thought
to have been derived from the knights’ comically apt names, Equitius Cuppes
and Romanius Macellus.45 This (less than uplifting) aetiological story, too, raises

40 Flower 2006: 48.
41 Cic. Dom. 101: ut illius facinus memoria et nomine loci notaretur.
42 See Ziolkowski 1992: 71–73; Oakley 1997: 566–567; Meadows and Williams 2001.
43 The kataskaphe of houses in Archaic Greece resembles this practice, but later went through a

different development. Kataskaphe was initially perceived as an act of religious purification. While the
physical removal of houses demonstrated the ultimate authority of the polis, such action disappeared in
the classical period. The reason was the gradual weakening of the perceived bonds betwee individual
and oikos: see Connor 1985.

44 Liv. 2.3.5–6; cf. 2.2.10.
45 Varr. Ling. 5.147, fr. 121 Funaioli; on the notable building activity of the censors, cf. Broughton

1951–52: 1.392.
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doubts about the authenticity of the event, but the structural information that
the building program for the Macellum began with the confiscation of private
grounds need not be questioned. Particularly credible is that this was carried
out on the initiative of the censors. Following Appius Claudius Caecus’ famous
censorship in 312, it became established practice that the censors exercised their
right to initiate and oversee public building programs.46 Not only were they
entitled to employ their funds to meet expenses connected with public buildings
according to their own discretion, but they also had the superintendence of all
opera publica. Combined with the right to hold a census, these prerogatives ensured
their control over public space. According to census law, citizens were obliged
to give an account of themselves, of their families, and of their property upon
oath. Voluntary absence from the census or the providing of false information
was cause for severe punishment, including the confiscation of private property.47

In the case of Equitius Cuppes and Romanius Macellus, the censors would have
referred to fraudulent misrepresentation during a census to justify the confiscation
of their property. Once control of the site was secured, it was their prerogative
to demolish the houses and initiate a building program that remodelled this now
public space according to their plans.

While the confiscations in the northeastern district of the sacra via were
carried out by the censors in their capacity as magistrates holding the census,
the law courts dealt with strictly legal issues such as ownership, sale contracts,
or neighbourhood conflicts. When Publius Calpurnius Lanarius in the early
first century b.c.e. bought a house on the Caelius, the augurs sent him a notice
demanding the demolition of its outer walls and façade, since they obstructed
their bird-watching duties. Calpurnius was aghast. After some investigation
into this issue, he discovered that the previous owner had received a similar
notice—and hence had decided to flip the estate. Calpurnius had been taken for
a ride. His new home was in a first-class location and its façade most impressive,
yet the architecture was ill-fated, a partial demolition already ordered before the
sale contract was signed. The ensuing legal battle for compensation ended with a
substantial payment of depreciation imposed on the previous owner that all but
drove him into bankruptcy.48

These episodes derive from various contexts and different periods, but shed light
on the perception of aristocratic residences. Rome’s urban topography was shaped
by the ensemble of public buildings, monuments, sites, and private homes. The
messages conveyed by this complex urban topography heralded the omnipresence
of the senatorial elite. To a certain degree, the variety of architectural aristocratic
self-representations (statues, fornices, temples, monuments, and domus) mirrored
the complexity of Rome’s aristocratic culture itself. The elaborate arrangement

46 Cf. Cornell 1995: 373–377; Beck 2005: 76–81; Humm 2005: 185–226, 640, 652.
47 Cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 4.15.6; Liv. 43.14.5–10.
48 Cic. De off. 3.66; Val. Max. 8.2.1; Papi 1995a.
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of public buildings, private dedications in the public space, and representative
private homes, all three amalgamated in a small urban topography, called for
acts of regulation. Since leges were not a practical means to set standards or to
stipulate uniformity, the nobility fell back on available norms and institutions
to safeguard its social distinction and power. Competition was regulated by
decrees of the senate and/or the people, by magisterial potestas (notably that of the
censors), and, if necessary, by the law courts. If intervention was required, it was
designed to enforce the norms and traditions that were fundamental to the ruling
elite. In other words, the over-riding formula was to secure equality among its
members and preserve the collective ethos of the aristocratic tradition. Tyranny,
which was the most heinous infringement of this ethos, was met with the most
drastic punishment. This, too, was couched in the discourse on aristocratic
homes. Houses like those of Spurius Maelius or Manlius Capitolinus had long
disappeared, but the stories of their sites bore witness to the people’s right to
sanction the annihilation of any traitor’s domus.

“o good old house, how different the master

who owns you now!”
49

The late republic was a period of disintegration and civil strife. As rival-
ries for honos and dignitas grew, the collective norms of the aristocracy fell
apart. The republic’s constant crisis was accelerated by the structural deficiency
in Roman politics, which was unable to reconcile aristocratic consensus and
competition. The political climate was set by an omnipresent “dynamic of
increase.”50 As clients, commands, and armies shot up in numbers and extent,
and donations, dedications, and domus hit new heights of extravagance, polit-
ical life in Rome was increasingly determined by acts of violence in the city
itself.

One of the most dramatic illustrations of this growing urban violence concerns
the shenanigans over Cicero’s house. Cicero owned a domus in a first-class
location, on the northeast side of the Palatine Hill, adjoining the porticus Catuli
and overlooking the Forum “in full view of the whole city.” The residence was built
on a site previously occupied by the house of the tribune Livius Drusus (see above,
367). Cicero bought the estate from M. Licinius Crassus in 62 for 3,500,000
sesterces, only months after the exposure of the Catilinarian conspiracy.51 But
the events of 63 soon cast their shadow on Cicero’s career—and his domus. In 58
Clodius as tribune proposed a law to interdict from fire and water any person who
had put to death Romans who were not condemned, forcing Cicero to go into

49 Cic. De off. 1.139: o domus antiqua, heu quam dispari / dominare domino!
50 Hölkeskamp 2006: 379.
51 Cic. Dom. 100: in conspectu totius urbis; cf. 103, 114; Planc. 66; Att. 2.24.3; Plut. Cic. 8; Vell. Pat.

2.14.3; cf. Papi 1995b; Allen 1944; Kolb 1995: 280–282, 292–298; Hales 2000. The price: Cic. Fam.
5.6.2; Gell. 12.12; cf. Shatzman 1975: 403–406 on other estates owned by Cicero in Rome and Italy.
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exile before the bill was passed. After his departure, Clodius passed a measure
that exiled Cicero by name, which made him a hostis rei publicae and cleared the
way for time-honoured principles to be invoked. As a public enemy, Cicero’s
property was to be confiscated and his house plundered and burned. The grounds
were in fact used to enlarge the porticus of Catulus and to erect a new shrine to
Libertas.52

The course of these events is well attested, since Cicero, upon his return from
exile, delivered his famous speech de domo sua before the college of pontifices in 57,
persuading them to lift the religious sanctions on the site and, more importantly,
re-establish him as its owner.53 The consuls even signed a contract to restore
the porticus of Catulus to its previous grandeur and dismantle the fraction that
extended onto Cicero’s grounds. However, on 3 November 57 the workmen were
attacked by an armed gang that completely destroyed the portico and burnt down
Cicero’s brother Quintus’ house on the neighbouring property. The remains of
Cicero’s home were also damaged yet again. Indeed, it is not clear if it was
habitable before 3 November, let alone thereafter.54

Clodius’ actions are understood to have been violent public statements in-
tended, in part, to serve his courting of the urban plebs.55 A few days after the
incident on Cicero’s grounds, his gang attacked Milo’s estate on the Cermalus
in broad daylight. The neighbouring residence of P. Cornelius Sulla seems to
have served as their strategic base. On 12 November 57 armed combat between
the two domus inflicted heavy casualties on both sides, with severe damage to
their houses.56 These attacks attest to a new dimension of violence. But the
growing brutality and its place in Roman political culture can only be fully
understood if placed in the context of time and tradition. As mentioned before,
Rome’s elite distinguished itself by an unconditional commitment to ambition
and achievement—claims to fama, honos, and dignitas were inextricably linked to
successful service of the res publica. At the same time, as a distinct social class, the
nobility remained focused on one single urban centre of this republic. In Rome,
the senate and the people met; here, the consuls took the auspicia at the beginning

52 Cic. Dom. 62. 116; App. BC 2.15; Plut. Cic. 33; Cass. Dio 38.17.6. Clodius’ measures against
Cicero, including the lex Clodia de exsilio Ciceronis: Broughton 1951–52: 2.195; Gruen 1974: 245–246;
Tatum 1999: 152–158.

53 Cf. Cic. Att. 4.1.7, from September 57, when the issue was still pending, and then Att. 4.2.5
(early October 57, site recovered).

54 Cic. Att. 4.3.2. The house did have a later history. According to Velleius Paterculus (2.14.3) it
was bought by L. Marcius Censorinus (cos. 39) at an unknown date and then changed ownership to
Statilius Sisenna Taurus (cos. 16 c.e.) who lived in it in the 20s c.e.; see Hales 2000: 52.

55 See Benner 1987; Kolb 1995: 292–303; Meier 1997: 141–142 with n. 487. Tatum 1999:
141–147, 176–180, and passim. See also Gruen 1974: 440–447, noting that this action did not
automatically awaken the basic interests of the plebs urbana. The active agitators during these street
fights seem to have been largely retainers of Clodius and his allies rather than the proletariate in
general, who had little cause for violent reaction to Cicero’s return.

56 Cic. Att. 4.3.3.
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of their term; and here—and only here—they celebrated a triumph towards the
end of their year in office, symbolically completing the cycle of events that were
set in motion with the taking of the auspicia. In the city centre, booty from foreign
lands was put on display, monuments and statues were erected, and temples
were dedicated, oftentimes on the basis of vows that, once again, were taken on
some distant battlefield. Finally, the city served as a home to the ruling class.
Its mansions were huddled in the narrow space that covered no more than two
square kilometres of land. In the mid-republic, the Roman aristocracy comprised
an overall number of twelve patrician and approximately thirty plebeian gentes.57

Although social mobility within and towards the lower end of the aristocracy
caused deviation from the average number at any given time, the general trend is
clear. It is safe to assert that in Cicero’s days at least fifty, if not more, families of
the senatorial elite settled in the dense public space around the Forum, Comitium,
and Capitol.58

The tradition regarding Poplicola’s home reminded those families that too
blunt a display would backfire on the owner of a magnificent mansion.59 In the early
republic, the residences of citizen traitors had been confiscated and demolished,
but later periods witnessed more coordinated—that is, legally sanctioned—action
against the estates sharks and thieves. Here too the age of the Gracchi marks a
watershed. M. Fulvius Flaccus, cos. 125 and follower of C. Gracchus, was beaten
to death by a senatorial mob unleashed in 121 on his flight from the Aventine.
His home was plundered and burnt to the ground—without a trial, let alone
a conviction.60 Many senatorial families suffered a similar fate during Sulla’s
proscriptions in and after 82, when at least 1,500 senators and knights seem to
have fallen prey to Sulla’s reign of terror.61 Since condemnation to death was
based on the public naming of these individuals as enemies of state, the res publica
(i.e., Sulla) confiscated the wealth of the outlawed, whose estates were plundered
and turned into public property.62 If a proscribed man was hunted down on the
basis of information provided by an informer or actually killed by a private citizen,
the informer was entitled to part of his estate. Predictably, this opened the way
for all sorts of false accusations and malfeasance. In fact, many senators found
their names on proscription lists in the Forum because their neighbours were after
their homes.

57 See Hopkins and Burton 1983; Beck 2005: 147–153.
58 To this figure an unknown number of wealthy knights has to be added, many of whom will have

occupied premium locations.
59 Note Cicero’s programmatic statement: Cavendum autem est, praesertim si ipse aedifices, ne extra

modum sumptu et magnificentia prodeas; quo in genere multum mali etiam in exemplo est (De off. 1.140).
60 Cic. Dom. 102. 114; Val. Max. 6.3.1c; cf. above 367, n. 26 on this house. The porticus Catuli

was erected on the site after its destruction (cf. above, 372, n. 53).
61 See Gruen 1974: 411–416, 424–425; Hinard 1985: 17–202 and 327–411 for a catalog of

proscribed individuals attested by name.
62 Many thus chose suicide over execution, which allowed their property to pass as inheritance to

their families.
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Aristocratic houses were, to be sure, only one part of the violent competition
for authority and power that prevailed, and it is difficult to gauge their symbolic
value.63 Their financial value seems to have developed accordingly, yet it is again
difficult to determine how this translated into politics. The value of L. Licinius
Crassus’ (cos. 95) home was 6,000,000 sesterces, that of Q. Lutatius Catulus (cos.
102) even more.64 M. Aemilius Scaurus (pr. 56) owned a house comprising two
parts: the original domus and a new enlargement added shortly after he had bought
and demolished the neighbouring home of Cn. Octavius (cos. 165, see above).
Scaurus decorated the atrium with the tallest columns of fine marble and other
luxurious features. Despite this, and despite the most lavish games which he gave
as aedile in 58, Scaurus did not reach the consulate.65 In the fall of 53 he sold
the estate to Clodius for the fantastic sum of 14,800,000 sesterces. The home
was evidently regarded as unrivalled and worth any price—despite its not having
secured Scaurus the office of consul.66

The actions taken by Clodius against Cicero’s house differed from the regular
competition for privileged sites, since he could afford any home, no matter how
fierce the competition. Rather, his attacks were directed towards the destruction
of a political enemy. With Cicero out of reach in exile, his house became a
placeholder for symbolic eradication. The public proclamation of Cicero as hostis
rei publicae justified the action as a procedure with various precedents, but the
measure was categorically different from the destruction of the houses of traitors
such as Spurius Maelius. While the demolition of early republican homes was
construed as concerted action of the senate and the people to protect the res
publica, the violent assault on Cicero’s home was a crude act of political feuding.

But Cicero’s case was not unique. Despite his claim in de domo sua that the
injustice inflicted upon him was unprecedented, the record from the Gracchi to
Sulla states otherwise. The urban culture of the late republic witnessed escalating
violence exercised during the public performances of political opponents (in
contiones, during election campaigns, etc.). And the violence did not stop there.
As the last traces of solidarity among the senatorial elite vanished, attacks upon
the homes of political enemies became more frequent. In some cases, aristocrats
ostentatiously moved into the domus of their defeated opponents to complete
their victory.67 In other instances, houses were destroyed altogether. Either way,
aristocratic homes came to symbolize their owners and everything they stood for
in politics. As such, they were susceptible to violence and destruction, so that by

63 See von Hesberg 2006.
64 Crassus: Val. Max. 9.4.1; Plin. HN 17.2–5, 36.7. Catulus: Varr. Rust. 3.5.12; Plin. HN 17.2;

Plut. Mar. 23.6. Cf. Shatzman 1975: 274, 277–278.
65 Scaurus’ house: Cic. De off. 1.138; Plin. HN 17.5–6, 36.6; cf. Shatzman 1975: 290–292; his

splendid aedilician games: Broughton 1951–52: 2.195.
66 Cic. De off. 1.138; Plin. HN 36.6. Cf. Tatum 1999: 161 on renovations under Clodius.
67 Most famously, Mark Antony acquired Pompey’s house after his death: Cass. Dio 48.38; Flor.

2.18.4; Auct. De vir. ill. 84.3; cf. Richardson 1992: s.v. Domus: Cn. Pompeius Magnus.
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the second half of the first century b.c.e. Rome had become a truly dangerous
place to live in.

founding fathers: augustus and valerius poplicola

Things did not get any better, at least not for the time being. The decade
after 59 is notorious for confiscations on an unprecedented scale. In 55 or 54,
Caesar’s agents started to acquire on a large scale private grounds in and around
the Forum area. The previous owners were said to have received inflated sums
for their property, but the figures do not disclose any coercion behind these
sweet deals. Once planning for the forum Caesaris was under way, the project
was also supported by confiscations of property.68 After Caesar’s assassination,
Octavian proclaimed a new wave of proscriptions ushered in by the lex Titia of
November 43.69 His motive again had little to do with the stigmatization of hostes
rei publicae. In point of fact, Octavian’s proscriptions were designed to liquidate
his political enemies. The first wave of violence is said to have swept away 300
senators and 2,000 knights, making the confiscation of estates and the plundering
and demolition of houses bitter realities in Rome in the years after 43. The
consequences of this upheaval reached beyond a mere radicalization of politics, as
repeated violence in Rome massively transformed the city centre. Civil war and
proscriptions continued to lower the hurdle for acts of violence against private
mansions. Many families that had dwelled in the city centre for generations lost
their domus in this process.70

Often private houses had to give way to the monumental reorganization of
public space, which itself triggered a thorough transformation of Rome’s urban
topography. In 15 b.c.e., Vedius Pollio, a man of equestrian status, bequeathed
to Augustus the larger sections of his estate, including his mansion on the
Esquiline. Pollio’s house was a conspicuous example of private luxury, “larger
than many a small city.”71 The entire site was levelled to the ground, returned
to the people, and the spectacular porticus Liviae was built on it (in 7 b.c.e.).72

This huge structure, measuring some 115 by 75 metres, was implanted into the
midst of irregular streets, yet did not interfere with the existing infrastructure
surrounding it. Whereas Vedius’ house seems to have been built recklessly over
old streets, with one corner of it set on a main thoroughfare, the porticus of Livia
left the old character of the quarter untouched, thus limiting the ostentation of
publica magnificentia to the building itself. This was a forceful gesture of the
princeps’ benefaction and moderation. It illustrated that Augustus did not share

68 Cic. De off. 1.43; Att. 4.16.8.
69 Lex Titia: App. BC 4.7; Cass. Dio 47.2.1–2; Broughton 1951–52: 2.337, 340; cf. Syme 1939:

190; see Hinard 1985: 259–318 and 413–552 for a catalog of proscribed individuals attested by name.
70 See Syme 1939: 190–201, whose account of proscriptions and confiscations under the Second

Triumvirate is even darker than the usual tone of The Roman Revolution.
71 Ov. Fast. 6.639–642; cf. Zanker 1988: 137; Panella 1995.
72 See Flory 1984; Zanker 1988: 137–139; Favro 1996; Panella 1999.
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the previous owner’s extravagance and taste for luxury, and it sent a signal of his
commitment to the needs of the ordinary people that did not pass by unnoticed.73

The hallmark of the new urban arrangement was the forum Augusti, which
re-defined the character of the old Forum. Instead of serving as the traditional
symbol of republican multiplicity, the Forum now became a stage for monarchical
self-representation. Augustus’ Forum in many ways announced the new order
envisioned by the princeps. Its architecture—as has been noted by many scholars
and need not be repeated in detail here—was meant to mirror the new condition
of state and society.74 To a certain degree this was even true for its circuit wall, a
unique monument of clear-cut, massive, durable blocks that separated the streets,
shops, and houses of the subura from the magnificent marble monuments of the
Forum.75 Oddly enough, the shape of the wall was irregular; in its north-eastern
section, behind the Temple of Mars Ultor, it had an uneven corner that did
not match the finely carved and beautifully layered tufa blocks. This skilful
disorder took on an “unmistakable symbolic importance”76 within the plan of
the entire city: like the porticus Liviae, the structure of which did not encroach
upon surrounding private grounds, the wall’s uneven course reflected Augustus’
meticulous respect for the private property adjoining the site. The wall’s irregular
course, with its great care not to trespass on neighboring grounds, was evidence
of the precision with which the Forum was planted into a densely developed
part of the city. In Suetonius’ Life of Augustus this motive is explicitly spelled
out. Suetonius relates that Augutus had even made “his Forum narrower than he
had planned, because he did not venture to eject the owners of the neighbouring
houses.”77 The res gestae divi Augusti makes the same claim. Augustus went as far
as to declare that the lands for new temples and public monuments were purchased
(rather than robbed) from their previous owners. The most prominent example is
the site of the Forum itself, on which it is said: “On my own ground (in privato
solo) I built the temple of Mars Ultor and the Augustan Forum from the spoils of
war.” The passage continues to specify that “on ground purchased for the most
part from private owners (ex partis a privatis empto), I built the theatre near the
temple of Apollo” (RG 21). The message was clear. After decades of destruction
and decay, the new government was presented as one that paid homage to rule
of law and respect for private property. Augutus’ much praised pietas not only

73 See Ov. Fast. 6.647: sic agitur censura, et sic exempla parantur! Such a redistribution of land to the
people was already promoted by Caesar, according to Vell. Pat. 2.81.3: Victor deinde Caesar reversus
in urbem contractas emptionibus complures domos per procurators, quo laxior fieret ipsius, publicis se usibus
destinare professus est.

74 The standard account is that of Zanker (1988: 201–205, 209–215, and passim). Cf. Stambaugh
1988: 50–56; Kockel 1995 with figures; Favro 1996: 126–128, 130–132, and passim.

75 Zanker 1987: 483–486 and 1988: 155–156.
76 See Zanker 1988: 156, with figure 123 showing this section of the enclosure wall in an engraving

by L. Rossini (around 1810).
77 Suet. Aug. 56.
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became a prominent label for these principles, but it also made it mandatory for
Augustus himself to abide by them.

The young Octavian lived in a domus close to the Forum, at the top of
the Ringmakers’ Stairs (scalae anulariae), before purchasing a new house on
the Palatine that was previously owned by Quintus Hortensius. Incorporating
adjoining grounds, the estate expanded quickly. Together with the mansion of
Livia, the domus Augusti grew into a complex architectural arrangement. But the
size of the house itself was not impressive, nor was the residence notorious for its
elegance. In many ways, it resembled an aristocratic mansion of a republican type.
The living rooms were “innocent of marble and elaborately tessellated floors,”
while the furniture showed a liking for simplicity and frugal modesty.78 Still, the
house was remarkable, albeit not for its size or ostentatious luxury. When his
house was struck by lightning in 36, Octavian declared the site sacred, dedicated
it to Apollo, and erected a temple on the adjacent land. This building was the
first temple in Rome to be constructed entirely of white marble from Carrara.
The contrast between the modest style of Octavian’s private residence and the
splendour of the temple was striking, but most of all it made a forceful statement
that monumental elegance was reserved for the god rather than the princeps.
At the same time, the arrangement made Octavian Apollo’s direct neighbour,
if not a member of his household. The temple seems to have been accessible
(exclusively?) via a ramp that connected it to the private section of Octavian’s
house. Consequently, the latter in part lost its character as a strictly private
residence, and the close vicinity between the two buildings might have insinuated
that Octavian and Apollo lived, literally, under the same roof.79 When Augustus
became pontifex maximus in 12 b.c.e., he was unwilling to move to the Regia,80

traditionally inhabited by the high priest. However, since he could not ignore the
requirement that the priest live in a public residence, he converted a section of his
house into a domus publica,81 creating a complex ensemble in which the realms of
private residence, priest’s office, and divine temple became increasingly blurred.

78 Main sources: Suet. Aug. 72–73 (the quote: 72.1); Ov. Met. 1.168–170; cf. Wiseman 1987;
Stambaugh 1988: 59–60; Corbier 1992; Kolb 1995: 330–336; Sasso D’Elia 1995; Favro 1996:
202–204 and passim; Royo 1999: 157–171 and passim; Eck 2007: 139–142; see also the excellent
treatment in Bleicken 2000: 418–421.

79 Cf. Ov. Fast. 4.951–954: Phoebus habet partem; Vestas pars altera cessit: quod superest illis, tertius
ipse tenet. state Palatinae laurus, praetextaque quercu stet domus. aeternos tres habet una deos! (“Phoebus
has his share, a further part remains for Vesta, and the third part that is left, he himself [Augustus]
occupies. Long live the laurels of the Palatine, and long stand the house decked with oak branches:
one that has three eternal gods!”). The senate also decreed that an altar for Vesta be included in his
house. While the old Temple of Vesta on the Forum was still in use, the new branch on the Palatine
thus put Vesta, too, under Augustus’ roof.

80 Caesar lived there as pontifex maximus (after 63), but in early 45 Cicero calls him a neighbour
of Atticus (Cic. Att. 12.45), which suggests that he had returned to his former house (in the subura:
Suet. Iul. 46) or perhaps had bought a new one.

81 Cass. Dio 54.27.3.
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Some fifty metres west of the domus Augustana was the site of the casa Romuli,
which made Augustus neighbour to the mythical ancestor of the Julian family and
founder of the city (figure 3). The vicinity of the two houses triggered the idea
of a mythohistorical cycle, from Romulus’ foundation to Augustus’ principate,
which had been closed. Closeness to the casa Romuli was, in fact, a decisive factor
for Augustus’ acquisition of the estate in 43.82 But the dense topography of the
Palatine provided yet another link to Roman beginnings. The house of another
founding father was located a few hundred metres to the north-east, and he too,
like Augustus, was said to have lived in a domus in which a strict separation of
private and public was no longer extant. Valerius Poplicola’s house was famous
for its public openness. Its doors swung towards the public domain, so that by this
concession “Poplicola might be constantly partaking of public honour” (see above).
Consequently, his home was not regarded as secluded space, safe from the public
eye, nor was it—let alone its owner—considered a threat to the republic. Quite
the opposite holds true. The stories that surrounded the domus Poplicolae, his
readiness to abide by the people’s constraints concerning his first house as well as
their motion to vote him a new house at public expense, symbolized the authority
of republican renewal, and it was too evident to be ignored. The meticulous care
with which private property in the vicinity of his Forum was respected indicates
that Augustus was well aware that the houses in that area played an important
role in the public perception of the political order. The promotion of republican
simplicity, alongside demonstrative instances of the redistribution of grand homes,
point in the same direction. Valerius Poplicola offered additional potential for a
meaningful association with republican traditions. Like Poplicola’s home, that of
Augustus was, at least in part, presented to him at public expense in return for his
dedication of the temple of Apollo in 36.83 And like Poplicola, Augustus dwelled
in a domus publica that blended the realms of private and public. Augustus was
all too eager to identify himself with the founders of Roman tradition. Indeed,
he committed himself to the principles of the restored republic to such an extent
that he very likely adopted the tradition on Poplicola’s house and remodelled it
according to his own purposes.

In the eyes of an ancient observer, this medley of meanings, allusions, and cross-
references may well have been difficult to discern. But tradition, the language of
signs and symbols, and the exercise of power are fundamentally different registers.
The interplay of senatorial homes with any of these is certainly too complex to
be forced into a single coherent perspective. Whereas the tradition on the domus
Poplicolae rested on assumptions that were anachronistic for the early fifth century
b.c.e., Augustus’ house, and its implicit reference to the tradition on Poplicola,
created the imago of a political and social order that had long vanished. Between
these tiers, the homes of the senatorial elite became a key point of reference in

82 Cass. Dio 53.16.1; cf. von Ungern-Sternberg 1998; Walter 2004: 181–182; Rea 2007: 32.
83 Cass. Dio 49.15.5.
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the discourse on republican political culture. They were expressions and symbols
of that culture, with all its continuities, controversies, and contingencies.

conclusion: the rise and fall of a republican cityscape

Urban spaces are products of the political culture that surrounds them. They
also reinforce underlying socio-political assumptions by the vexed processes
of structuring and differentiating space, on the one hand, and shaping the
infrastructure for political communication, on the other. In ancient Mediterranean
city-states, urban spaces provided the stage, as it were, for the political interaction
between the ruling few and the ruled many. The city of Rome was no exception.
From the early fifth century b.c.e., the valley between the Capitol and Palatine
Hills emerged as an urban centre with various demarcated spaces that were
reserved for specific communal activities. This centre was surrounded by buildings
for commercial activities, utility sites, and the homes of the ruling elite. Decorated
with visual signs such as stemmata and imagines, boasting a refined architecture, and
enriched with family traditions and histories, these houses were forceful reminders
of the senate’s success and, hence, of the success of the social arrangement in
general. More importantly, they situated the aristocracy in the very heart of the
city. The republic and the senatorial elite were one, and their unity was strongly
mirrored in the urban arrangement.

The close juxtaposition of senatorial domus and public spaces had various
implications. First, space for aristocratic mansions was precious, both in an
economic and a more symbolic sense. Since proximity to the centre signalled
prominence and social prestige, the competition for habitable sites on the Palatine
and next to the Forum (the Capitol was ruled out) became fierce. Although the
violent controversies over aristocratic houses in the late republic were not triggered
by this, they were clearly fuelled by it. In this sense, the battle (legal and literal) for
Cicero’s house was in many ways paradigmatic for late republican affairs. Second,
while the urban topography in itself offered many links to exemplary traditions
that referred to the relationship between the aristocracy and the people, these
traditions were also embodied by the houses of the ruling elite. Monument and
memory were closely intertwined, and they were mutually dependent. Aristocratic
domus served as placeholders in an ongoing discourse on the redistribution of
political power. They pointed back to exemplary figures such as Valerius Poplicola
and the moral object lessons to be learnt from them, and they demanded that their
current owners abide by these lessons. Conversely, exemplary traditions such as
those about tyrants and traitors helped (re-)store the memory of houses that had
disappeared for some time.84 The tradition about Poplicola’s estate was among
the most prominent examples of this, as were the narratives that were constructed

84 See the observations of Jaeger (1997: 10–12) on the memorial relation between intact and
textually restored monuments. While both have the same dual function of reminding and advising the
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around the sites of the houses of Spurius Cassius or Spurius Maelius. Judging from
the later periods of his reign, Augustus’ rule was driven by a demonstrative respect
for these traditions, which yet again underlines their durability. Meanwhile, the
stories surrounding senatorial homes as well as their symbolic role in politics may
well have instilled a sense of spatial, cultural, and political continuity. Rome’s
ruling elite was focused in one single urban realm, and within that realm the
interests of the elite were inextricably—and persistently—connected to those of
the ordinary people. As landmarks in the city’s urban centre, senatorial houses
were manifestations that expressed the social equilibrium between the senate and
the people. They cast the social arrangement in stone.

The final blow to this political culture would not be delivered until half a
century after Augustus. Around 63 c.e., Nero scolded the patrician Servius
Cornelius Salvidienus Orfitus for the grand scale on which he had renovated
his estates in the vicinity of the Forum.85 Cornelius Salvidienus seems to have
gotten away with it, but his attempt to remodel his mansion so as to proclaim
the fame of its owner provoked the emperor’s dismay. Only a year later such
ambitions came to a close. In an act of unprecedented violence that was allegedly
carried out by Nero’s agents, large portions of the city centre were destroyed in a
great fire. Rumours had it that this was initiated by the emperor himself because
he was said to be “disgusted by the drab old buildings and narrow, winding
streets.”86 No matter who was behind it, and no matter what the intentions
were, the great fire annihilated an infrastructure that had grown over centuries
(i.e., “winding streets”), and eradicated the remaining domus of the republican
aristocracy, mansions which had belonged “to famous generals and were still
adorned with triumphal trophies.”87 The houses of the last families of the re-
publican elite were burnt down, their physical memory deleted. The memorial
landscape of the republic literally went up in smoke. With it, the urban space of
the republic disappeared, an urban space that had served the Roman elite for so
long as both political stage and as home.
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viewer, the narratives of destroyed (and textually replaced) monuments also convey lessons about ways
of reinforcing the past through the present, and hence of making the past even more “contemporary”
(see above, 364, n. 15).

85 Suet. Nero 37; cf. Cass. Dio 62.27.1; Tac. Hist. 4.42; Eck 1995.
86 Suet. Nero 38.1.
87 Suet. Nero 38.2: Tunc praeter immensum numerum insularum domus priscorum ducum arserunt

hostilibus adhuc spoliis adornatae deorumque aedes ab regibus deinde Punicis et Gallicis bellis votae
dedicataeque, et quidquid visendum atque memorabile ex antiquitate duraverat.
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